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Experts in the News - January 2005
The page below lists a sample of political scientists who recently appeared in the news media. 

Cal Jillson, (Southern Methodist University), on the effect the Iraqi elections might have on 
President Bush's domestic programs...[read the article]--January 31

George Edwards III, (Texas A&M University), discusses the Republicans already vying for 
the 2008 Republican presidential nomination in the key battleground state of South Carolina ...
[read the article]--January 31

Keith Nicholls, (University of South Alabama), comments on Lt. Governor Lucy Baxley's 
chances of capturing the 2006 Democratic gubernatorial nomination in Alabama...[read the 
article]--January 30

Ross Baker, (Rutgers University), on the anonymous, automated phone messages many 
Republican representatives receieved...[read the article]--January 28

Donald F. Kettl, (University of Pennsylvania), is named the Stanley I. Sherr Endowed Term 
Professor in the Social Sciences at the University of Pennsylvania...[read the article]--January 25

Aubrey Jewett, (University of Central Florida), sheds light on the current trend of "political 
nepotism" rampant in Florida government...[read the article]--January 24

Harold F. Bass, (Ouachita Baptist University), on President George W. Bush's role as a party 
leader...[read the article]--January 23

Paul Frymer, (Princeton University), wins the American Political Science Association's Mary 
Parker Follett award for his article on racial integration of national labor unions...[read the 
article]--January 22

Colleen Shogan, (George Mason University), compares the legislative success of presidents 
Bush and Reagan during their first and second terms...[read the article]--January 21

Ross Baker, (Rutgers University), comments on the Democratic effort to prevent another 
Republican victory in four years...[read the article]--January 20

Ed Renwick, (Loyola University), conducted a recent poll to gauge President Bush's approval 
rating among voters in the state of Louisiana...[read the article]--January 20

David Brady, (Stanford University), discusses Bush's second-term agenda, and his proposed 
modifications to Social Security, the tax laws and the court system...[listen to the NPR report]--
January 19

Susan Macmanus, (University of South Florida), on the recent trend of unmarried candidates 
running for office, and the speculation it incites...[read the article]--January 19

Gilbert St. Clair, (University of New Mexico), comments on Governor Bill Richardson's love 
for pulicity and his concern for the citizens of New Mexico...[read the article]--January 18

Gerald Benjamin, (SUNY, New Paltz), on the Democratic resurgence in the state of New 
York...[read the article]--January 18

Bert A. Rockman, (Ohio State University), on the appeal of the Bush family to a middle class 
audience...[read the article]--January 17

Norman Ornstein, (American Enterprise Institute), Stephen Hess & Thomas Mann, (The 
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Brookings Institution), Larry Sabato (University of Virginia), and Steve Smith 
(Washington University, St. Louis) , on President George Bush's ambitious domestic agenda...
[read the article]--January 16

Ronald Rogowski, (University of California, Los Angeles), is named Associate Dean of UCLA 
International Institute...[read the article]--January 15

Mitchell A. Seligson, (Vanderbilt University ), measures the impact of U.S. foreign assistance 
on democracy-building efforts around the globe...[read the article]--January 15

Paula D. McClain, (Duke University), is named president of the Southern Political Science 
Association, one of the seven regional affiliates of the American Political Science Association ...
[read the article]--January 14

Ranjit Singh, (University of Mary Washington), discusses the Palestinian election and the 
pressure faced by the Israelis as residents of the only Arab democracy...[read the article]--
January 14

David Hedge, (University of Florida), comments on the centralization of the president and 
Congress, and the steps state lawmakers are taking to even the playing field...[read the article]--
January 12

Raphael Sonenshein, (California State University, Fullerton), on campaign fundraising for 
the Los Angeles mayor's race, and the variations regarding financial resources ...[read the 
article]--January 11

Kenneth C. Blanchard Jr., (Northern State University), explains PEST (Post Election 
Selection Trauma), its systems, and the impact this ailment had on Democrats, particulary in New 
York...[read his article]--January 11

H. George Frederickson (University of Kansas), on Columbia, South Carolina Mayor Bob 
Coble and his plans to implement a new form of city government...[read the article]--January 10

The American Political Science Association, is mentioned in this article on Instant Run-Off 
Voting (IRV), our preferred method of electing candidates into office...[read the article]--January 
10

John Alford (Rice University), on Texas Governor Rick Perry and the challenges he faces 
within the Texas Legislature...[read the article]--January 9

Charlie Cook (National Journal), shares the extensive history and traditions of Congress, but 
also gives us a closer look at how the 109th session may be breaking the rules...[listen to the 
NPR report]--January 6

Wayne Parent (Louisiana State University), comments on Melvin "Kip" Holden's mayoral 
victory and the barriers he broke in Baton Rouge, Lousiana...[read the article]--January 5

Natalie Davis (Birmingham-Southern College), on Birmingham Mayor Bernard Kincaid and 
his strained relationship with the city council...[read the article]--January 4

Walter Dean Burnham (University of Texas, Austin), discussses how the state of California 
can move forward during President Bush's second term...[read the article]--January 3

Bruce Cain (University of California, Berkeley, examines Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger's 
plans for his second term...[read the article]--January 2

Charles S. Bullock III (University of Georgia), on the power Mayor L. Douglas Wilder holds in 
Richmond, Virgnia ...[read the article]--January 2

John Santosuosso (Florida Southern College), discusses the tax incrase to fund health care 
for those who do not have insurance in Polk Country, Florida...[read the article]--January 1

Larry Sabato (University of Virginia), on President Bush's decision to send his brother, Gov. 
Jeb Bush, to Asia following the devastating tsunamis...[read the article]--January 1
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